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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Red Vector Welcomes Claire Moravec as Vice
President of Digital and Human Intelligence
Claire joins the Red Vector Leadership Team to Create and Deliver Digital Safety
Solutions for Public and Private Organizations.
Chesterbrook, PA – June 30, 2022 – Red Vector, Inc., a leader in insider risk solutions and
pioneer of automated whole person insider risk analysis to help organizations mitigate insider
risk, announced the appointment of Claire Moravec as Red Vector’s Vice President of Digital
and Human Intelligence. Claire’s responsibilities will encompass developing and driving digital
safety solutions via social media, OSINT, and UGC, in conjunction with human behavioral
indicators to identify malevolent insiders. She will join the company’s executive leadership
team.
Claire brings a wealth of experience in the investigations, intelligence, and digital safety space
to Red Vector. At the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Claire was a leader among her peers,
driving tactical intelligence operations against bad actors weaponizing digital and social media
via counterpropaganda, misinformation, and disinformation campaigns. In 2017 Claire earned
the FBI’s Medal of Excellence in recognition of her work supporting the National Covert
Operations Section. More recently, Claire served as the Senior Leader overseeing Snapchat’s
(NYSE: SNAP) Trust & Safety Response Operations Team. She is also an Adjunct Professor,
teaching Undergraduate courses in criminal psychopathology, and Graduate courses in clinical
social work.
“Claire has an impressive track record in developing, leading, and scaling global digital safety
initiatives at both high-growth commercial firms and government organizations,” said Stephen
Layne, Chief Executive Officer at Red Vector. “Her innovative, strategic, and results-oriented
approach to driving awareness and high-impact digital safety programs, is a perfect fit for our
rapidly growing team. We welcome her leadership and creativity as we continue to build Red
Vector.”

Claire is a graduate of Columbia University in the City of New York, holding a Master of Science
in Clinical Social Work. She also holds a Bachelor of Science in Criminology and a Bachelor of
Social Work from Loyola University Chicago.
“I am humbled to be joining Red Vector and excited to expand upon the psychosocial foundation
of the Fulcrum™ platform to integrate digital safety solutions,” said Moravec. “Red Vector is well
positioned to deliver advanced insider risk analysis solutions to global institutions to reduce and
eliminate malevolent insiders.”
About Red Vector
Red Vector is the automated whole person insider risk analytics company. The company
provides advanced insider risk analysis solutions used by essential public and private
organizations to reduce and eliminate threats before risks manifest. Red Vectors full-stack
software solution, Fulcrum™, enables organizations to operationalize insider risk program bestpractices. It automatically aggregates virtual, physical and human risk indicators for continuous
evaluation by customizable risk models. Leveraging seven years of real-world data and analysis
reducing the insider risks of some of the most critical organizations in the world, Red Vector is
transforming the operational effectiveness of insider risk programs. Red Vector is
headquartered in Chesterbrook, Pennsylvania. Founded by executives from Lockheed Martin,
Leidos, IBM, and Moody’s, Red Vector is on a mission to help insider risk teams ensure a
trusted workforce from the risks posed by malicious insiders. Qualifying organizations can gain
full access to Fulcrum™ by requesting a briefing.
To learn more, follow Red Vector on LinkedIn or visit www.redvector.ai

